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It has become easier than ever to present idealized versions of ourselves to the public,
but these idealized identities can become spectacles, performances for others as opposed to
reflections of our true selves. The pressure to pass for a mainstream identity (e.g. cisgender
or heterosexual identity) is significant. People must adhere to certain mannerisms to be
validated by the dominant culture, perhaps by speaking, dressing, or behaving so that their
difference is downplayed. Throughout these code switches, the body and hair remain relatively
permanent. To change your hair is to make a conscious and curated act of presentation.
Hairlines aims to harness, explore, and subvert exploitation of a largely existing and visible
phenomenon: queerness, an umbrella term for individuals who are not heterosexual or straight.
Hairlines focuses on the curation of the external and mental relationship between
a person’s hair and their gender and/or sexual identity, providing an alternate and more
candid view of queer identities by subverting the idealized selves we see on social media.
Without makeup, product, accent, or fancy equipment, subject and photographer work together
to present the ideal self: each unfiltered subject as they are.
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I confess to being in the process of finding an artistic “voice”.
‘lt’ feels like writing a massive paper, composing a thesis, then adding on the evidence point by point,
except I tend to work in chasmic and chaotic shifts with the thesis coming last. It is only when I look
behind me and I see the trail of footprints can I begin to piece together the path that I should have
taken and it falls on me at the same time, completely circular and interconnected and I never know
where to begin again.
This does not mean that deliberation and research are lost. In this way, I approach all art like a logic
puzzle, a statement that the artist is trying to make and I must uncover it fully. This method I aim to
practice, without a method, the game becomes dull. Every part must be scrutinized and necessary to
the complex structure that is the ‘art’ that you, dear reader and exhibit-comer must uncover for
yourself. But how you get there, what visual cues you will see first as compared to someone else, are
unique to you, and my method should not be yours. That’s what makes this fun.
The collaboration in my creation and your deciphering, the brokering of logic and human
emotionality, and the circular structure of all things; that is what I ultimately aim to uncover. But
logic must not, and should not, contain the implication that it is dead to the beautiful, the divine, and
essence of what makes us human. Human emotion, our already extraordinary existence, and the
observation of life, are what I seek. In all those things, however, there isn’t truly a final answer.
Perhaps what I do will be able to distill it. Perhaps not, and ‘work’ will become a stitch on the tiny
patch both I and you inhabit.
—Elizabeth Kostina, 2020

Sam Keepum Park
Ramble:
Places where I’ve had little or large breakdowns about hair:
-Apartment bathroom
-Hotel room in Washington, D.C.
-Bedroom
-Master bedroom
-Salon
-Barbershop
-Dorm room
-Car
-Common room
-Hotel room in Minneapolis
-School
-Locker room
-Hallway
-IKEA
-Walmart
-JetBlue lounge
-Congress
-Campus
others, probably

Alex Myers
Throughout my childhood, my headpiece of choice was a baseball hat. Even now, thirty-some years
distant, I can still see each beloved one. First, a Mets cap. Blue-purple cotton with an orange-gold NY on the
front. I loved that hat, though I can’t imagine where it came from. I hadn’t been to New York. I’d never watched
a baseball game. No one in my family cared a thing about sports. But somehow, it came into my possession and I
wore it with utter devotion. Every recess on the playground. Every weekend when we went hiking. Riding my
bike around the neighborhood. I wore it when I was five, six, seven. My early Tomboy years, when my hair was
shoulder-length or chin-length, when my mother brushed it and clipped it back with two barrettes. Two
barrettes that I would promptly unclip and shove in my pocket as soon as I was on the bus to school, because
they bit into my scalp when I mashed the hat on my head.
The Mets hat was replaced by an olive-green hat, purchased at an army surplus store. Eight years old.
Third grade. This was the year that I began to push back. The year that I demanded a shorter haircut. The year
I refused to get my ears pierced. The year I saved up my allowance to buy that olive green hat, which I wore
over my newly short hair, tilted back. That year, eight years old, going to a new school, the first time I was
asked the question that would delight and haunt me for the rest of my life: Are you a boy or a girl? And I would
know the real answer, the one I couldn’t say, and I could hear my peers’ excuses – it’s because you have short
hair, it’s because you’re wearing that hat. And I would feel that truth within me, that they somehow could not
see, and I would pull my hat low and reply, Why do you care?
That olive-green hat fell to bits, threadbare and torn, to be replaced by a gray and white one boasting
the logo of my favorite truck stop on the Maine Turnpike, Dysart’s. Worn stubbornly, over hair that again
reached towards my shoulders, then over a shorter cut and a shorter cut. My insistence growing as I felt my
world constricting, tightening around me: puberty. My body betraying me. Sixth grade. Seventh grade. My
mother put my Dysart’s hat in the washing machine, where it disintegrated into a shapeless nylon mush.
The peace-offering: a white hat with the Tasmanian Devil on the front. Her research into hat-washing:
the top rack of the dishwasher was a safe place; the washing machine was not. Eighth grade. A terrible year. No
hat could fix it. I would be going off to boarding school the next fall, and my mother devoted the preceding year
to preparing me: the right clothes, the right talk… and longer hair. I could have fought, as I did throughout my
Tomboy years, but it seemed easier to acquiesce. To let my hair grow long. It was curly now, another wretched
side effect of puberty, and I brushed it and clamped it back with a single barrette.

And then, boarding school. An expected gift. I could leave the clothes my mother had purchased (anklelength corduroy skirts!) in my closet, wear flannels and jeans to class instead, and she would never know. I
joined the ice hockey team and purchased a team hat: black, with red letters on the front. My hair grew long
enough for a ponytail and suddenly, pulled back tight, with that ice hockey hat on my head, the old question
returned: Are you a boy or a girl? What if I hadn’t been in high school at the tail end of hair band glory? What if
a ponytail had been a sure-fire marker of a girl? I don’t like to contemplate such possibilities. I think that
question: are you a boy or a girl? saved me. I hated it, kind of, the awkwardness it made me feel. But I loved it,
mostly, because it meant someone else could see what I felt – that I wasn’t just a girl.
The hockey hat, lost in a classroom during a summer school course, the summer before my senior year. I
had taken it off to be polite, and then gone up to ask the professor a question when class ended. When I returned
to my seat, my notebook and pen were there, my hat gone. I was in summer school in Boston, my first time ever
in a real city; I, who had grown up in a small town and gone to a small boarding school, for the first time
surrounded by strangers. Strangers who would steal a hat. Strangers who would be so different from me, who
would be my mirror.
That was the summer I got my hair cut short, for good. It was a day or two after the hat was stolen. It
was a week after I went to my first LGBTQ+ support group. It was the same week that I would meet my first
transgender person: an FtM just a couple of years older than me. The first person I had met in my life who,
when we sat and talked about growing up and what we liked and how we felt, I found myself saying, me, too.
Me, too.
That was the summer I came out and began my transition – new name, new pronouns. And that new
haircut. That was, more or less, the only things that changed about me.
Oh. And no hat.
Maybe I was heartbroken over the loss of my hockey hat – I had really loved it. I certainly wore hats
after that, but they were casual relationships. A hat I might don for a summer, or win in a running race, or give
away to friend. Nothing serious. They haven’t felt necessary. It’s like there’s nothing I need to cover up anymore.

Alisha Simmons
blackness queerness womanness
growing up black means
long hours, hair pulled, hot air on your scalp, tight tight braids and you take the pain and then when it’s all over
you are beautiful.
growing up black means
perm or no perm, nappy headed, afrocentric, mommy and me bond when she plaits my hair while we watch tv.
growing up queer means
the only lesbians you see on the screen have short pixie brunette cuts on white skin.
growing up queer means
masculinity versus femininity versus masculinity versus femininity versus how do I want to be seen versus how
can I be seen versus is it safe to be seen?
growing up woman means
hair makes you beautiful and perfect and make it long long long or why do you wanna be a boy?
growing up woman means
blackness and queerness and hairness are all intertwined to make me me and that’s all right and bald is
beautiful and bald is woman and bald is woman.
growing my hair back out feels like a rebirth. feels like being a kid again except without the outside stigmas
shoved down my throat because I went bald to grow and I am growing. I am growing. I am growing.

Audrie Gonzales
My mother takes the brush to my hair
Only on weekdays when I need to look, as she says,
Presentable.
I am only five when she scolds to my hisses of pain,
What my teacher would think?
How she’d feel if a little girl with unbrushed hair walked past her?
The knots cling like a mangled tapestry,
My mother surely wondering where in her craftsmanship did she blink only to find
Her masterpiece laid undone by her own child.
She pulls a limp yellow bow into my roots to match my garish
Uniform. Strands hang at the sides of my face.
Left-right, left-right, they will swing as I walk in a line,
My classmate’s smooth ponytail taunting me.
The tendrils of guilt stab into me
When my mother complains about how late we are and
her own soft curtain of hair bustles out with her.
What was I presenting?
My mother stops brushing my hair as I grow up
And when I had begged her for three years to stop
Go fix your hair.
She’d still say every morning, her pale hands attempting to work through my tangled hair,
Yanking even as I try to pull away.
But especially on the days I’d wake up with birds still quiet, everyone asleep,
Just to brush it.
The hours I spend looking in the mirror leads to a discovery, that my hair grows out, sitting like a
damp towel,
only to frame my dark, big-nosed, monobrowed head.
How did I break it?

My hair finally laid flat when subdued by chemicals.
I could not stop looking at my reflection, so pleased
It did not look like me.
When the first curls reappeared at my temples
I felt sympathy for Medusa, turning not to stone,
But hair to writhing snake as punishment.
What crime did I commit?
Freedom comes in the shape of an acceptance letter.
An acceptance letter for the essays describing my culture, my struggles,
What I was down past the scalp.
I let the curls push up and out like dandelions,
I twirl them round and round my fingers,
My hair a garden that grows beautiful weeds if I touch them not.
My mother gave up, leaving tools at my feet to tend with.
They gather dust in a closet.
I soon learn Medusa’s curse was a blessing in disguise.
Wise Athena blessing her with her safety from barbarians with knives and swords,
And gods who couldn’t keep their hands away from a touch.
Blessing her with a choice now.
Blessing her with autonomy.
But only if the decision is to save herself over them.
When I leave home, I find other girls with heads
Of wild sunflowers, sleek serpents,
No bows to adorn their hair crowned with a permanent halo.
Their hands skilled with my hair, teaching me how to
Shape and define and love.
When I show them what I had tried before, they giggle.
Why would I need a brush?

Justin Li
This morning, I went to get a haircut. It had been three weeks since my previous trim, and I was
desperate for a fresh fade. My last appointment took place in Tokyo, where a slightly creepy Japanese man
decided to keep my trimmings after learning that I was sixteen years old. Despite his unsettling antics, he was
good at his job. I loved my new hairstyle, and was scared that New Hampshire would not be able to replicate it.
My appointment was booked at MyReis Salon, a small but convenient establishment run by (and probably for)
white middle-aged women.
After struggling to get an Uber for over an hour, I made it to the salon, my hair still damp and curly
from a shower. I was immediately reminded by the receptionist that I was late. Because of this, Erika, the Pro
Stylist that I had booked, was no longer available. I was instead left with Grace, a young and obviously
inexperienced cheerleader-type who excitedly led me to her chair. She was dressed head-to-toe in pink, which
complimented the bright stripes of pastel purple that decorated her hair. Her bangs were cut in a choppy
diagonal line, and her ends were frizzy and burned. To prevent disaster, I showed her picture after picture of my
previous trim; she briefly looked over them, whipped out her whirring razor, and began working. I’ve always
been cautious with razors. My mother had once told me to look for stylists who exclusively use scissors, as they
are apparently more experienced. When I began taking this advice, I immediately noticed results; my hair had
transformed from a stiff bowl-cut to a stylish undercut.
Grace started with my sides. She worked in slow, spontaneous strokes, which created messy bumps in
my hair. I quickly took out my phone, and showed her the photos once again. “Do you need me to hold this photo
up?” I cautiously asked in my polite voice. I was not going to accept an ugly haircut; I had gone through too
many in my younger years. Grace assured me, answering, “no worries, I got it.”
The young stylist continued shaving for a while, before she suddenly stopped. She had an unnerving
frown on her face, causing her thinly-plucked eyebrows to almost touch. I asked what was wrong, but she
ignored me, and instead went searching for Erika. The two of them then began digging around my hair, so
closely I could feel their breath kiss the back of my neck. Grace looked at me through the mirror, and apologized.
“Justin, I’m sorry, I think I might’ve messed up. I didn’t realize Asian hair was textured differently.” I was too

fed up to be angry. She had been cutting my hair for over an hour, before realizing that Asian people are not the
same as White people. I told her it was fine, but in my head, I was already planning a lengthy Yelp review.
Erika pushed Grace off to the side and attempted to fix her mess. Following another hour, an inch less of hair,
and numerous scissors, I hurriedly stood up to go pay.
While I’m grateful Grace did not creepily collect my hair, her cultural naivety was offensive and
annoying, leaving me slightly uglier, slightly unhappier, slightly less perfect. In truth, I know it’s not a big deal.
It was just a haircut, nothing more than a ritual trimming of the proteins growing out of my head. But my
frustration reflects something greater–I obsess over every single detail of my appearance, to the brink of
exhaustion. Every morning, I spend over an hour getting ready, making sure my skin is smooth, hair holds
shape, and clothes are chic. Looking in a mirror, I don’t know what I see. I’m sure the unevenness in my hair
will not significantly affect me, but this imperfection consumes me. Am I ugly now? Will people make fun of me?
Will boys still want me? I’ve never been happy with how I’ve looked, but the too-short sides, messy bangs, and
uneven cut leaves me feeling worse than before.
When I went into that salon, I hoped to become beautiful. This type of expectation has put me in a
vicious cycle, leaving me disappointed, every single day. When I smear on foundation, I can’t help but notice the
bumps and bruises that tarnish my face. When I put on enlarging brown contacts, my eyes are still too small
and still too chinky. When I wear clothes that are embarrassingly expensive, I cry when I realize they do not
mask my skinny arms and fat legs. I am no longer perfect, I’ve never been perfect, I will never be perfect.

Elizabeth Kostina
Four of us are ritualizing in the bathroom with plastic and a clipper set. Old friends who know each other,
gathering to exchange, lose, gain.
We are taking turns as Sunday night washes itself languidly against the window panes, time clocking in and
out, static colored blue and orange metamorphosing in water droplets. We are kneeling on plastic borrowed from
a healthy excess and our knees dip the floor. Indents of crosses from the tile remind us that we still engage with
a higher power even though none of us are religious. A white towel drapes itself over our shoulders before it
begins, and so we kneel: one hand a brooch for falling towel, the other holding hair in horns. Cross the white and
devil horns, we remain neither, or perhaps we choose one and remain indifferent.
We take turns, bless the head, kneeling on the bathroom floor, below the mirror sightline.
A vibration, low G, arches through space as the outlet gets the plug. Clippers shudder and heat as one by one,
each head given its time. Brown and black hair dance, stepping to the tune of throaty vibration, hairs falling
gracefully from top to bottom. Blonde hair melts, becoming transparent superimpositions that refract the light
when you twist your neck just so, squint, wipe a loose hair from your eyebrow.
A firm hand presses your head forwards, clippers slide upwards, and you feel absence. You realize you are
feeling, adjusting to this absence, this willing absence as air slides over, breathes up and down your scalp,
growing familiar and you with it. Hair falls as it is cut, lands on oily necks under fluorescent lights, leaving
traces of what once was. Hair decorates the mountains and valleys of the towel, the aerial of black and brown
people on ice caps, waving at helicopters to come get them as clippers float near, blades churning, and more
people fall, land, then are lost.
In finishing, we become sanctified. Undoing the brooch of a hand, we shake the towel off before handing it to the
next person, our knees crossed.
We are returning to the bathroom floor. To hairlines.

I am returning to remembering how they like their head shaved. They the singular and plural. To thinking
about hair, how it reflects a semi-permanent state of our inner-self; our expression, our guilt, our power, our
shame.
I am returning to hairlines that write contrast lines and hard-start-stop borders of definitions, ambiguities
against the distinct lines of long and short.
I perform sermons with the clippers. Feeling the vibration through skulls, spirits taking root within brain
canals, sanctification becomes achieved. I do not take offense, I do not care for insane liberal or conservative
notions. I do not need approval from a Ghost written about in a book.
I am returning to the secular exploration of the Self, my indifference to My Self. And that is a contradiction.
Although, I am never sure.
We are returning to multitudes: saving, falling,

metamorphosing.

It’s Okay. If You Are. I Know. Thanks. Yes. That Grows In a Different Direction.
Mercy. Carbonell
“Well, you look like a dyke now,” my brother said.
We were standing on the beautifully manicured lawn at St. Paul’s School in Concord, NH in the late May, early June
sunlight for my brother’s graduation in 1991. I had just arrived from Washington, DC, where I was living for the spring
semester away from college, away from all I did not know how to name or how to be.
What my brother knew: I was working & training with professional squash players at the Capitol Hill Squash Club, driving
to tournaments in NYC/Boston/Philadelphia. What my brother did not know: when we locked the club up at midnight, we
went out into the late hours of most nights dancing, then rising to work, living off split pea soup at a local deli and day old
bagels. What my brother did not know: I was beginning to see a woman with whom I was competing.
In the photographs of that day, my brother’s hair is long & thin & messy ~ a kind of preppy hippy.
In my memory of his grin, I see now that my brother may have known years before I knew.
In his voice, I still hear him telling me, “It’s okay if you are.”
~~~
And I wonder :: What do we reveal when we think we are creating a disguise?
And I wonder :: Who are we when we cut back the years & layers of all we have been hiding?
~~~
Short cropped hair in a photograph on Cranes’ Beach ~ Bangs?/No Bangs? ~ Braids in Wet Hair to Wake into Crimps at
Slumber Parties ~ Bobs Briefly when I wanted to be a Tomboy ~ Dorothy Hammel style when I was practicing my triple
axel in tights I hated ~ the Weight & Hum of a Hairdryer ~ a Curling Iron later ~ Vintage Clairol or Remington Curlers &
my mother heating them up, gathering my long brown hair, rolling it, sealing the roll with that clip ~ The feeling of the

heat, the pinching ~ The feeling of taking out the roller & seeing my hair fall so elegantly down ~ Cutting my sister’s
Barbie’s hair off to make Barbie have a bob ~ Cutting my friend, Jen Gordon’s hair ~ Jen Gordon cutting my hair ~ Cutting
my friends’ hair straight along their backs, the angle of the scissors an act of culinary or painterly grace ~ Perms Until the
Perm would no longer take ~ The feeling of a Barrette ~ how it moves between my thumb & forefinger ~ Dyeing my dark
dark brown hair into waves of Jolene Cream Bleach streaks & showing up for a break from school to my mother saying, in
a stern declaration, “You will dye it back now” ~ The color I chose to try & match my own became a deep black in the front
~ Susan Sontag in reverse, I laughed later ~ And why didn’t I just cut it off then because for years I was wishing I had hair
that was curly & short? ~ Wishing I could come out of the ocean or the pool & toss-in-an-arc my head to shake out the
water the way the boys did ~ The feeling of pulling all of my hair into the bathing cap when I swam competitively ~ the
Smell of chlorine in my hair for days ~ the Ends fraying ~ One more reason to chop it off ~
And so I did ~ in 1991 ~ in Boston, MA ~
en route to my brother’s high school graduation ~
still closeted ~
now “like a dyke” ~
~~~
As a year-round athlete, I mostly wore my hair up in a pony tail, sometimes in a braid.
As a ballroom dancer, I wore my hair in curls & flowing across my shoulders.
As a figure skater, I wore my hair with ribbons to match the outfits we wore for competition.
As a young girl who longed to be a young boy, I imagined cutting my hair off.
~~~
In 1993, I wanted Sinead O’Connor’s scalp: the arc & curve of her skull. So, in my boyfriend’s brother’s touch, in his
apartment in San Francisco, he shaved my hair off until all that was left was what I knew myself to be: a woman who once
longed to be a boy with a skull that seemed to be able to hold the mind that was too full of questions, of the pain of family,
of the desire to be someone else, of the stretch and joy and verve of competing, of a freedom I never imagined I would find ~
And I wonder why I don’t remember the hair left behind ~

Or the way it fell ~
how it may have looked on the floor in small gatherings ~
the dark brown patterns ~
the soft of fine ~
maybe a curl ~
~~~
For 17 years, I wore by hair butch short ~ came out as Queer ~ fell in love with a woman ~ lived into that life & got told in
New Jersey Turnpike rest stop bathrooms, “Hey, this is the women’s room!”
& I would smile & say, “I know. Thanks”
& my cowlick finally felt just right ~
a dark brown whisp of liberation somehow ~
“it’s okay
If you are”
()()()

As I write this, my hair grays into my 50’s
& it is longer, uneven, fraying, disheveled
& in a twist of a barrette ~
“yes,” I tell myself
& somedayssomenightsmostmornings, istillwanttocutitalloffagain

The collaboration in my creation and your deciphering, the brokering of logic and human
emotionality, and the circular structure of all things; that is what I ultimately aim to uncover.
But logic must not, and should not, contain the implication that it is dead to the beautiful, the
divine, and essence of what makes us human. Human emotion, our already extraordinary
existence, and the observation of life, are what I seek. In all those things, however, there isn’t
truly a final answer. Perhaps what I do will be able to distill it. Perhaps not, and ‘work’ will become
a stitch on the tiny patch both I and you inhabit.
— Elizabeth Kostina, 2020

